Neste trabalho nós estudamos uma equação do tipo NavierStokes que modela o fluxo de um fluido viscoso, homogêneo e incompressível num meio poroso granular (não consolidado) .Usando argumentos do tipo ponto fixo obtemos condições para a existência de solução em espaços de Hólder.
INTRODUCTION
In this work we will show results of existence of solution for the following system which represents the flow of a fluid in a granulated porus media, for example, if we put water in a box of sand, the water will flow through the sand with the action of gravity.
pu, + p.V(~)-uSu + -vp + /lF(n"~png , in Q, divu = 0, in Qr (1) u(X,o) =°,\iXE Q u(X,t) =°,\itE (O,T) \ixE 
JQ
Here QT = Qx (O, T), Q C IR"; d=2,3 is a bounded domain. u (x,t) denotes the velocity of the fluid. p(x,t) is hydrostatic pressure at point x and instant t. For here, without lost of generality in the case of homogeneous fluids, we have supposed constant equal to one. n(x,t) is the porosity of granular porus media, that is, the volume of empty space divided by the total volume of a portion of Q in the neighborhood of x. The variation of porosity varies from zero to one. When the porosity becomes null then porous media is solid and it can be excluded from the drain region, and when porosity becomes one in a certain sub region this mean that there is no granular material, and the flow is free. In this way we can always suppose 0< n(x, t)~1. The existence of solutions will be gotten by means of an adaptation of Schauder's fixed point Theorem.
The solution was searched at Hõlder's spaces because, until now, the estimates in Sobolev's spaces are not sufficient to control the nonlinear terms in the pressure, more precisely, for the velocity we get adequate compact immersions but for the pressure we do not.
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Like in classical Navier-Stokes equations it's possible to obtain a result of uniqueness, but with more restriction at the smallness of the data above.
The work is organized in the following way:
In section 2 we recall Hõlder's spaces and write down some basic results (the principal of them is an existence and uniqueness Solonnikov's theorem). We state our two basic theorems and prove one lemma which will be used in section 3.and in section 3 we will prove the existence theorem. Like is usual in PDE problems, we will denote by C a generic, positive constant depending only on Q and the data of the problem. It -sI2 
The demonstrations of (i) and (ii) can be found in [1] and the proofs of (iii) to (v) are quite similar making use of Arzela-Ascoli's Theorem.
The notation e 111.11 (Q;") means functions which are C" in space variables and e" at time variables. Here m and n are integers not negatives.
Let's recall the following spaces from classical Navier-Stokes theory (see Teman [6] and Solonnikov [5] )
We have L" (n) = J" (n )EBG"(n) and this define continuous projections P, and Pc (with norm depending only on n and q ), Indicating 
which define continuous projections
Due the regularity at (J Q and because Q is bounded we have 
where C = C(Q, m, Â). More details can be found [7] .
The following theorem due to Solonnikov [5] will be very important for our arguments: 
Then the problem:
The constants C 1 and C 2 do not depend on T Observatíon 1: The reason of hypothesis (6) is for a consistency condition. From of this observations, and by (5) we can rewrite (7) in the following form:
Here C does not depend on T.
The following theorem is the basic result obtained in the theory. 
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CIIPilÀ s C(R + IIqJtJ ii)The demonstration is very similar to (i).
iii) Making similar counts like in (i) we obtain:
IIF(n() + 8f(p )~IÀ-F(n())~IIF(n() + 8f(p ))-F(n()~IÀ
iv)The demonstration of fourth item is the following: n; +8f p
It-s l2 <C+~If(p(x,t))-f(p(y,t)~+
r..r. 1
Ix -yl
C+8 C(R+II\fIl I +;.)
vi) The demonstration 01 sixth item is analogous to the above:
.~n"llgll;. +81If(p )gll;.~11"llgll;. +8CllpIUgll;.ñ "llgll;. +8 C(R+II\ftJlgll;.
In the second inequality we use the hypothesis about f, and in the last we use the hypothesis about p.
vii)To obtain the inequality 01 seventh item, we use (4) and the hypothesis about f and p.
viii)To demonstrate the inequality 01 eighth item, we also use (4) and the hypothesis about F and p.
ix)And finally, the ninth item is demonstrated by the lollowing way:
In the right side, the first dot means the product in (2) , and the second is the canonical inner product in IR" .
The first term of the right side is bounded above in the following way:
Now we use items (i) and (ii) above and the hypothesis about u to conclude:
The second one becomes:
Now using the hypothesis about u, p and j: (i) and (ii) we obtain:
In this way we have proved (ix).
THE EXISTENCE THEOREM
The general idea of the demonstration is the following:
We will construct sequences 
with: The demonstration is the following:
The equation linking PIII and PIII_I is the following:
Taking t = O we obtain:
Because g I (e.o) = o and U III _ 1 (x,O) = o. Now, in agreement with [3] at page 280, lhe inilial pressure is given by: at at b)/1u lII -7 /1u in C" (QT )due to (14). c) V(n" (PIII -\f'))-7 V(n" (p -\f'))in C" (QT )due to (13). 
8/ (PIII_I )V(PIII_I)~8/ (p )V(p)
. CO (Q ) (1) with the initial and contour condition is satisfied.
Observation: The same results are still valid in Q X (0,00 ), because the constant C in (8) do not depend on T, and to take the limit we use an
